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Union With God

AN OFFERING  BY

SSIO-USA SAI REGION 3 SSE

"End of Education is CHARACTER
End of Knowledge is LOVE!"

--Sathya Sai Babaa



Om Sri Sairam, Offering this humble endeavor at the lotus Feet
of our Beloved Bhagawan Sri Sathya Sai Baba. 

Respected elders, aunties, uncles, dear brothers and sisters,
loving Sairam to each and every one of you. The SSE Journal is a
compilation of artwork, poems, stories, and experiences,
submitted by SSE children of all ages from across Region 3. We
hope it will serve as a source of inspiration, and as a way to
connect and share our learnings and experiences with the
region.

 For this special Swami's Birthday edition, the SSE students
present to you their interpretations of Swami's teachings along
with Birthday Wishes in the forms of drawings, poems, essays
and more. By focusing within and tapping the source of our true
being, we allow its energy to flow, bringing color to our thoughts,
beauty to our words and joy to our actions! 

The SSE students of Region 3 would like to extend our heartfelt
gratitude to our parents and teachers, who have shared Swami’s
teachings with us. 

Our Next edition of SSE journal will be out for May 6th,
Eashwaramba Day. Please submit entries, comments, and
questions to: ssejournal@sairegion3.org. 

                    Bhavesh Reddy, SSE Group 4
SSIO USA SAI REGION 3 SSE JOURNAL

                
Sairam, and Happy Reading!
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 Happiness

People have to lead their  l ives based on

recognit ion of th is

t ruth.  There is  only  one th ing I  seek f rom

al l  of  you.  F i l l  your

hearts  with love.  Offer  that love to me. I

don’t  ask anything

from anyone. I t  i s  enough i f  you develop

love and share i t  with

others.  I t  i s  only  when you are happy

that you can make others

happy.  What is  happiness? I t  i s  union

with God. By chant ing

the name of God you wi l l  exper ience

happiness.

- Sri Sathya Sai Baba
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God is love;
 live in love,

Aditya, Charlotte Sai Center
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Pre SSE kids from Raleigh Sai Center offer at
Swami’s feet a tree filled with loving actions

Ruthvika, Savya, Nischal

Murari Aishi
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Pre SSE kids from Raleigh Sai Center offer at
Swami’s feet a tree filled with loving actions

Nimika

Modak

Arya
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 SrinikeshGreensboro 

Sreenika,Orlando

Anjali, Greensboro
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Varenya,  Raleigh

Shreya, Orlando
Arjun, Greensboro
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Yadhusha, Greensboro

Laasya ,Vihaas
Greensboro

Varshini, Greensboro
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Laasya, Greensboro

Harshini,Greensboro

Anish, Charlotte
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Pavan Sai, Jacksonville

Dhwani, Raleigh
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Bhavana , Fort Lauderdale

Nia, Raleigh

Greensboro
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Saanvi, Greensboro

Harshini, Greensboro

Priyanshi, Greensboro
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Keerthana, Fort Lauderdale

Achintya , Greensboro Sanjana, Greensboro
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Aditya, Charlotte

Mishitha, Charlotte
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Ishitha, Charlotte

Karthik, Charlotte

Anuja, Fort Lauderdale
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Anjali, Greensboro Yajur, Fort Lauderdale

Aditri, Charlotte
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Abhita ,Greensboro

Sai Neha, Fort Lauderdale

Navadeep, Jacksonville



Amrita 
Fort Lauderdale

Vathsalya, Jacksonville

My AvatarMy AvatarMy Avatar
Avatar Declaration Day 2020- Fort Lauderdale SSE
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Bhavana, Fort lauderdale

Avatar Declaration Day 2020- Fort Lauderdale SSE



Yajur, Fort Lauderdale

My AvatarMy AvatarMy Avatar
Avatar Declaration Day 2020- Fort Lauderdale SSE
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Avantika, Fort lauderdale

Shreezal, Raleigh Brielle Orlando



Hamsika,Orlando
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Isha, Jacksonvillie Sai Center



“TIME WASTED IS LIFE WASTED”-
BHAGAVAN SRI SATHYA SAI BABA

The main message from Swami that inspires me the most is the iconic
quote, “Time wasted is life wasted.” When we think about time, we

generally think of our 24 hours a day, as the Earth performs its 360-
degree rotation around its axis. We know that this number will never
change and that as we perform our daily duties throughout the day,

week, month, and the year, time is always there. It is up to us to
channel our actions and work towards being productive every second

of our day, in order to serve a good purpose in society. Take, for
example, let’s say I want to take a break, perhaps after a long school
day. Typically, some of the kids around my age would open up social

media or YouTube, and watch videos corresponding to the latest social
media trends. On the other hand, the most productive way of using

time is to explore other worlds such as literature, or music, in order to
accumulate the skills that are needed to progress in this developed

world. As a student, I follow Swami’s quote by setting specific
deadlines for my tasks, and I ensure that I have the time for exercise

and other necessary activities. By setting a set schedule, and strictly
following it, we can instantly organize ourselves and leave time to

spend with family and friends. Studies have shown that people who
manage their time effectively during the day experience less stress

and perform in their field at a high level. Even though we have a lot of
tasks in the day, by managing time, and communicating with people
(both in-person and virtually), we can shape ourselves and reach a

well-developed character. Jai Sai Ram!

By Arvin Akkiangady, Group 3, Sathya Sai Center of Greensboro

Reflections



LOVE
Love is being and is in everything

Love is kind and easy to find

Love is fair we spiritually aware

Love is like the smell of roses

It is the embodiment of bliss joy and happiness

Love is not a fashion and is beyond lower passion

Love is true

Beyond just the relationship of only a few

Love is joy

For man, for woman, girl or boy

Love is at bliss

We should neither lose or miss

Love is right and no need to fight

Love is our inner most feelings

Which at times sends the heart reeling

Love is our internal wealth, our only riches

Causes no stress no anxiety no worry

And suddenly no sorry

Love is …should be treasured not measured

Love is the only thing we own

That we can truly say, is ours.

By Hansi Deena Naidu,  Charlotte Sai Center



As the sun wakes up
Blue sky shines

Cats and dogs awaken
Daisies start to bloom

Earth swells warm
Fishes swim happily

Goats graze
Hope is there for a new day

I love today
Jokes and joys

Kiss and make up...family
Little joys and envies

Morning light
Narwhals with their shiny unicorn like horns

Oranges delight in FLORIDA
Peppy music all around

Quack says a newborn duck as its first
Rainbow... there is one somewhere

Simple home cooking beckons
Turkeys and cranberries
Ultimate togetherness

Valiant people ready for a new day
Water smiles at everyone with its shine

Xebecs’ sailing through the shimmering sea
Yummy pie to eat

Zappy time because it’s THANKSGIVING!!!

By Bhavana Pothukuchi, Ft. Lauderdale Sai Center

ABC POEM - THANKSGIVING



LIFE
“Life is a challenge, meet it

Life is a dream, realize it 
Life is a game, play it 
Life is love, enjoy it” 

 
That is what Sathya Sai Baba said 

I decided that I would follow it going ahead.
Why do we live our lives with so much stress 

Life is just a game like chess.
 

When something hard gets in my way 
I used to immediately shy away. 

Knowing Swami was always by my side
There was no reason for me to hide.

 
What seemed impossible at first 

Now seemed to be reversed. 
God’s name in my head
I conquer what I dread.

 
Often there was a clear path laying in front

But often I decided to do a stunt. 
Yet knowing God was carrying me in His hands

I sought out what seemed to lay in distant lands
 

Every day I set a goal.
Whether I achieve it or no, happiness fills my soul
Because God filled life with so much opportunity 

All I have to do is try and see.
 

Life is filled with so much love 
God pours love down from above

I try to spread His Love every day 
Because that is Swami’s way.

Swami’s Love keeps the world at bay 
 

Life has so much to offer.
I am just a humble actor.
Following Swami’s words

I am free and happy like a bird

By JayaSAI Somasundaram, Group 4, Ft. Lauderdale Sai Center



“I SHALL BE WITH YOU, WHEREVER
YOU ARE, GUARDING YOU AND

GUIDING YOU. MARCH ON, HAVE NO
FEAR.”- BHAGAVAN SRI SATHYA SAI

BABA
Swami is always with me whether I’m aware of it or not. I was always

told Swami is with me. Growing up in SSE I, like most children who grew

up in Swami’s fold, never doubted that Swami was with me. However,

Swami being with me always isn’t just a fact.  It’s something that until

recently I never learned to embrace. Imagine this. If someone said to

walk across two mountains with no safety harness holding you from

falling, you would say no. Yet if you were offered a safety harness or

something to save you from falling, you would choose to walk and

enjoy the challenge with no hesitation. Swami is that safety harness!

This realization changed everything. Previous to knowing this, I was

open to taking up challenges that my parents presented or projects

through my school yet I never went out seeking my own challenges. As

I realized that no matter what, worst comes to worst, I would still have

Swami there “guiding me and guarding me”. I realized there was no

reason to hesitate in new endeavors. Instead of letting this lockdown

fill me with boredom, I choose to find every project that was

challenging and push on. In some, I have not succeeded yet but Swami

was always there to save me. Often times with His guidance and help I

succeeded. I hear “failure is the best teacher and you must get up

after you fail” yet no one explains how. For me, I realized the “how” lay

in my faith and in the fact that Swami is  by my side. It pains me to

know that my whole life I was aware of the fact Swami was by my side

yet I never stepped up and embraced to make the best of what God has

given.

By JayaSAI Somasundaram, Group 4, Ft. Lauderdale Sai Center



On the sea, there is a bridge

Lengthy and thin, built for a walk 

A house on the bridge, impossible to imagine. 

Unlikely to stand, impractical  to live in  

On the other side, a beautiful island

Filled with flowers and trees, and beautiful skies 

A house on the island, a picture perfect dream

If only one crossed the bridge and chose there to live  

As Swami says, life is only temporary.

God on the island is all that is necessary.

By VijayaSAI Somasundaram, Group 4, Ft. Lauderdale Sai Center

“LIFE IS A BRIDGE OVER THE SEA OF
LIFE. DO NOT BUILD A HOUSE ON IT.”

- Bhagavan Sri Sathya Sai Baba



When I think of all the quotes I have heard in the past 13 years of being

part of the Sai Center this one sticks out in my head. As part of the

busy and ever-moving life of a high schooler, often endless tests,

college applications, and competitions are on my mind. Many times I

have a choice - to choose to worry about these or to choose to play the

game as Swami puts it. Superficially, choosing to play the game is easy

to say but in reality, it's a challenging choice. Often I would tell myself

everything was just a game. Up till the moment, results were about to

be discovered this was easy. On the other hand, the moments in an

awards ceremony when my event came up or the moments I opened an

email from a college destroyed my mentality of viewing life as a game.

Yet, seeing life as a game for the days and weeks prior to the deciding

moment allowed me to smile and be happy every moment of the way.

Beyond that, Swami’s message of loving life has also helped me. Many

times, when faced with challenges or impediments the choice to be

upset, is present. This choice however makes moving forward harder.

Choosing to love every part of life is often hard. Superficially, smiling

and laughing may not be possible but inside remembering that every

challenge is a chance to grow is a good way to learn. A failed test or a

lost competition is simply a chance to be better for the next time.

Having this attitude, even if not superficially visible, makes facing

challenges much easier. Finally, as Swami says realizing life is a dream

is also very helpful to achieving my full potential. Many times,

opportunities and choices are clouded by all the possible realities that

can prevent the reward. Understanding that in the scope of the

universe, I am smaller than an atom when compared to the size of the

Milky Way puts decisions in perspective. Ultimately, as an individual

no moment is truly significant in life; as Swami says, it is just a dream.

By VijayaSAI Somasundaram, Group 4, Ft. Lauderdale Sai Center



“TIME WASTED IS LIFE WASTED.”-
BHAGAVAN SRI SATHYA SAI BABA

The main message from Swami that inspires me the most is the iconic

quote, “Time wasted is life wasted.” When we think about time, we

generally think of our 24 hours a day, as the Earth performs its 360-

degree rotation around its axis. We know that this number will never

change and that as we perform our daily duties throughout the day,

week, month, and the year, time is always there. It is up to us to

channel our actions and work towards being productive every second

of our day, in order to serve a good purpose in society. Take, for

example, let’s say I want to take a break, perhaps after a long school

day. Typically, some of the kids around my age would open up social

media or YouTube, and watch videos corresponding to the latest social

media trends. On the other hand, the most productive way of using

time is to explore other worlds such as literature, or music, in order to

accumulate the skills that are needed to progress in this developed

world. As a student, I follow Swami’s quote by setting specific

deadlines for my tasks, and I ensure that I have the time for exercise

and other necessary activities. By setting a set schedule, and strictly

following it, we can instantly organize ourselves and leave time to

spend with family and friends. Studies have shown that people who

manage their time effectively during the day experience less stress

and perform in their field at a high level. Even though we have a lot of

tasks in the day, by managing time, and communicating with people

(both in-person and virtually), we can shape ourselves and reach a

well-developed character. Jai Sai Ram!

By Arvin Akkiangady, Group 3, Sathya Sai Center of Greensboro



Akul Sai,  Jacksonville PLAYPLAYPLAY

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bFoCW8p7O_WiNuVutFXlHOOdtVUfv5o5/view?usp=sharing


Shruthi, Jacksonville



MY BABA AND I
My Baba and I

Together we fly high

He filles me with courage

Knowledge and encourage

When I need a Guru

My Baba says I am with You

My Baba and I

He Is my eye

When I have a test

He blesses me all the best

When I need a guide

My Baba Is by my side

By Sai Hamsika, Group 1, Orlando Sai Center



Group 2 , Orlando



By Rishabh, Group 2, Raleigh Sai Center
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By Group 3, West Palm Beach Sai Center



VideoVideoVideo
OfferingsOfferingsOfferings

A Humble Prayer to our Dearest Swami on his

95th Birthday

By Group 1 and 2, West Palm Beach Sai Center

What does Happiness mean to You?

By Group 1, West Palm Beach Sai Center

Avathar Declaration Day
By Fort Lauderdale Sai Center

Lead me on

By Greensboro Sai Center

https://drive.google.com/file/d/17DpQkaDywBMxqXXGfwaI-2FcqGgo2BFg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FmblP9vUDteswH-26FRo0zdDmeTvVPEw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wYNzVAaZmkkNF_QZuFo2sHbnV3ESkg9v/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FbEIZeEi8oEhaGMw_IAGo_VJOiiBpHYb/view?usp=sharing


 Samastāḥ
lōkāḥ 

sukhinō
bhavantu

O U R  H U M B L E  O F F E R I N G  T O  T H E  L O T U S  F E E T

O F  B H A G A W A N  S R I  S A T H Y A  S A I  B A B A  O N

T H E  A D V E N T  O F  H I S  9 5 T H  B I R T H D A Y


